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.A bout thirty-live nuclear moments in the rare earth region have bee~ 

detern1ined irom param.agnetic resonance and atomic beam data. V'l'ith th~ 

exception of europium. these det.ermlnatlone reat entirely on hyperflne-atruct~~ 

data and on aaaumptions n1ade concerning the electronic fields at the nucleua. 

These asaumptiona can be summarized brleQy a a follow a: (a) For the free atom, 

that the angular part of. the wave function is amply described by aaawning .Pure 

H ussell:-Saundera coupling among the fllectrons of the configuration (4f)n to the 

.Hund'a Rule ground term, (b) That the degree of configurational admixture ia 

small, and ita effect is less than about 5o/~ (c) The value of (l/r3) for 4£ 

electrons •. 

The evidence for assumption (a) comes from the observation that the free

atom gJ values lie very close to the pure Fussell-Saunders valuea. 1 The theoret· 

ical analysis of the measured gJ values has yielded a set of parameters that permlta 

accurate calculation of the correction to the hyperline fields due to the breakdown 
~ 

.of P ussell-.5aundera coupling... These calculations have been performed for · 
3 ·.. 4 . 

praseodymium and promethium. and (by us) for erbiurAl. In all cases. the 

correction is of order 1%. Lindgren has neglected this ef!ect in a recent recal-
5 .· 

culation of rare-earth moments. 

The effect o! configurations involving unpaired a elactrons on the hyperfine 

fielda of triply ionized rare earths has been investigated by Bleaney. 6 He esti

n~ates that the correction fo:r all rare earths is small, the maximum being about 



6% for terbium. Lindgren believes that the effect should be even smaller for 

neutral rare earth atoms, and assigns an error of 5% in his calculatioJ.1a for thia 

effect. 

There is disagreement in the liter·ature concerning the correct values of 

( l/r
3
). Bleaney has derived values for the triply ionized rare earths on the 

basis of hydrogenic !unctions with an estimated uncertainty of about 5%. Value• 

have since been obtained !or both the triply ionized and neut.ral atoms, by use of-

Z 5 · · 
modified hydrogenic functions. ' These values differ !rom Bleaney's results 

by about 15 to Z 5%, and are also estimated to be uncertain to within about 5'7o. 

Hence the nuclear moments of an isotope determined from hyperfine·atructure 

data can differ by aa much as ZSo/o • depending on whose values are uaed.. The· 

most recently reported work is that of Freeman and Watson, who have made 
. 7 

nonrelativistic Hartree- Fock calculations for rare earth ions. Theyreport values 

lying within 5% of Bleaney' &, . but they conclude that rather substantial uncertaintlea 

are to be associated with the moments derived from any theoretical (t/r3) values. 

To obtain experimental information about these questions we have under· 

taken to measure by atomic beam magnetic resonance the hyperfine-structure 

169 constant, A, and the magnetic moment, flt• for Er • We find· A = 7Z5.46(31 )!-.1c 

and, for the directly measured moment, .,.1::::{). 513(Z5pm, where the nuclear moment 

has been corrected for diamagnetic shielding. From the A constant and the value 

of ( l/r3) derived from modified hydrogenic functions, we obtain .,.1 = O. 504(50) 

run. This agreement with the directly measured value is excellent, and is inter• 

preted by us as an important verification of Bleaney' a idea that configuration 

admixing io not appreciable in rare earths, and of the (t/r3) values of Judd and 
z 

Lindgren. 

Prior work on erbium.-169 had deter.mined the ground-state spin (1 "' 1/l) 
. I .. 
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and the electronic angular mornenturn (J = 6). The hyperfine structure of such a 

system is indicated in lfig~ 1, and the enet·c;y levels at·e deacribed by the Breit• 

Rabi Ham.iitonian: 

1e = AI • r .. gJ.... :r. n .- g
1 

iJ. ·. r. n . 
0 . 0 

The effect of the term in g
1 

ort the erbium transition frequencies is estimated 

to be a few parts in 10 5, but is .not negllgli)le with an apparatus of sufficient 

p1·ecision. Ou~ ability to determine gl for erbium rests on the good line width 

of our apparatus and on the ability to form very stable erbium beams which give 

highly reproducible data with good signal-to-noise ratio. A sample resonance 

curve is shown in Fig. z. 

Data were taken on the two transitions, which are obeervable by the flop-in 

method and are indicated in Fig. 1. The magnetic field was calibrated by ob· 

serving the flop-in potassium resonance. It was fc)und that. with this method ol. ·· 

calibrating, the pulsating magnetic field of the nearby Bevatron caused small 

frequency shifts. All our data were obtained when the Bevatron was off. 
. I 

The best fit to our data was obtained by a least-aquar.es calculation on the 

IBM 709, The parameters best fitting our data are: A=725.46(3l)Mc, gJ= -1.1638(1)• 

and g
1 

= 5.55~7)X 10·4, where the error given for A and g1 is twice the standard 

deviation, Frequencies calculated by use of these parameters are compared with . 

the observed frequencies in Table _1. 

The observed g
1 

value must be increased 1Jy a factor 1.0078 to co'l-rect for 

diamagnetic shielding. 8 This gives the true nucleat moment f.'t = O. 513(l.5 )nm. 

We have investigated the possibility that there are contributions to the 

measured g
1 

value that arise fron-1 other sources than the. true nuclear moment. 

Let-us write, for the nuclear moment term, g1(l+o.)T• R, where g1 is the true 
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nuclea1· gyromaguetic. ratio &;\d a adoe~ horn possible pcrturLations. The 

possible contril,utlons t.o d that we have ccHulidered are (1) systematic error a; 

which cause the true magnetic field to be different from the measured field with 

an error proportional to the field (such an error arlaee, for example, lf the field 

eeen by the calibrating laotope dUfera from the field traversed by the erbium 

beam by an am~tmt proportional to the fi.eldh (l.) rnlxing .o£ the ftne-etructure · 

ievele ~fthe 3H term by tl1e h.yperfine structure of erbium in such a way ae to 

introduce a peeudo f. ft term in the Hamiltonian. 

' ! 

The poaelbility ol syatetnatic errore in the field hae been lnveetlgated by us 

'and is found to be completely negllglble (l. e·. <. to'"6 ). We have calculated fine• 

etructure mixing and find lt to be leas than 1o/u. Hence to within 1% our measured 

It la felt to be the true value. 

From the A constant, the magnetic moment can be inferred from the 

relation 

. where ~) is the expectation value for the magnetic field at the nucleus and ie 

given by. 

For (1/r 3) we have used the value of 9.84 atomic units given in reference 5. T!'te 

evaluation of 1:'· depends on the aat~wnptions mad~ about the angular part of the 
1 

. lZ 3 "1 
wave function. I! the ground configuration is a.ssmned to be (4£) • only Hand 1 

can give states with J =r 6. and the ground-state wave function will be of the form 

•) 
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2. 1/7.. 3 ) ., 
ljJ .. = ( 1-o. 1 I H6 +ci !"'16). The value. of n can be determined by diagonalizing 

the Coulomb and spin-orbit energies for J = 6. The Coulomb energy will be 

characterized by three Slater radial integrals, F z• F 4, and ~~6 • while the spin

orbit energy is characterized by the parameter o.4f. These parameter,& have 
. 2. .. 

been reliably evaluated for erbium by Judd and Lindgren, and we use their r.eault,J. 

We obtain for o. the value - 0~094. The contributions to (-r.) come from three. 

terms: .(I.)= (l-o.z) (lH6 1 E j3nt:) +2u ( 3a6 !I: 1 
1 x6)+u2.( 1 x6

1 !~1 1 tc,). The first 
.. i i i . i 

tern• represents the contribution to the field from assumption (a) of the firlt 

paragraph lowered by an amount proportional to a.i. The other terms give the 

corrections due to the breakdown of Russell-Saunders coupling. The net value 

of (r:) ls only about ll}'o different from that obtained from assumption (a), owing · ,. 
i J . . . . 0 

to fortuitous canceling in the last two terms. Therefore the moment inferred 
. ·}. 

from the A value is ...,1 = 0. 504 nm. 

The value of the Er 169 moment can be compared to a predicted value of 

0. 7 based on the Bohr-Mottelson Nuclear Model. We have assumed that the state:~ 

of the 101 8 t neutron is characterized by [52 1 1/Z] and a deformation parameter 

0 ~ o. 3. 
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Table I. Comparison of the oLserv~d fn~quencies with the frequencies predicted 
.. \.' from the Hatniltonia.n (in Me.) 7l5.46 I· J + l.l638lJ. J. i1 - 5.55X 10-4 

. 0 

11· i·H 0 • 

-·-
Field Predicted Observed Residual Transition 

(gauss) frequency (Kc. ) fl-equency (Kc. ) (Kc.) 

. 467.595 704496.5 704499.0(4.0) 2.5 F = 13;/2 

504.329 760020.2 . 76002.0.0(4.0) -0.2 F = 13/2 

~40.903 815336.0 815332 .. 0(4 .. 0) -4.0 F = 13/2. 

540.903 815336.0 815336.0(2.4) o.o F = 13/Z 

613.698 925539.9 925533.0(4. 0) -6.9 F = 13/Z. 

649.962 980996.1 980995. 0(2.4) -1.1 F = 13/Z. 

686.158 103 5387.7 1035388.0(2.4) 0.3 F = 13/Z. 

72Z.298 1090232.4 10902.37.0(2.4) 4.6 F = 13/2 

722..298 10902.32.4 10902.35.0(4.0) 2.6 F = 13/2. . . 

758.390 1145044.8 1145044.0(2.4) -0.8 F = 13/2. 

794 .• 442 1199836.1 1199835.0(2..4) -1.1 F = 13/Z. 

196.279 344409.4 344411.0(5 .• 6) 1 .• 6 F = '11/Z 

317.719 557484.5 557480.0(5 .• 6) -4.5 F::: 11/Z. 

467.595 8202.93.9 820.290.0(4.0) -3 .. 9 F = 11/Z. 

467.595 82.0293.9 82.0292.,0(8.0) -1.9 F = 11/2. 

504.329 884665.7 884666.0(2..4) 0.3 F = 11/Z 

540.903 948736.7 948735.0(5.6) -1.7 F = 11/Z 

5.77.351 1012564.7 101l567.0(2. .• 4) 2.3 F = 11/Z. 

613.698 1076191.7 1076190.0(2..4) -1 .. 7 F = 11/2 

649.962. \., 1139648.9 1139650.0(2..,4) 1.1 . F = 11/2 

686.158 12.02.960.0 1l02959.0(2.4) -1.0 F = 11/2. 

722..298 1266142.9 1266143 .• 0(2..4) 0.1 F = 11/2. . 

794.442. 1392.177.4 1392.180.,0(4.0) 2.6 F = 11/Z 
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~.:.lGURE LEGENDS 

1 •. Byperfine structure of the system 1 = 1/'2., J = 6. showing the observable 

transitions. 

2. Sample resonance in the F = 13/l. level. 
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